
NEW:
Electric Omni-directional Counterbalance Forklift

improved by a compact lift mast structure. With the most 
advanced AC motor technology, simple drive controls and the 
exclusive HX steering system, the FluX is efficient, versatile 
and highly maneuverable, regardless of load length.

Hubtex introduces the FluX, the first generation of indoor/
outdoor multi-directional counterbalance trucks designed 
to handle and transport pallets and long materials. The 
ergonomically designed cabin features a panoramic view 

Truck FluX 30 FluX 40

Load capacity (t) 3,0 4,0

Lift height (mm) up to 7500 up to 7500

Frame length (mm) 1850 1950

Chassis 4-wheel 4-wheel

Tyres Elastic Elastic

Battery voltage (V) 48 48

Cabin crosswise seat crosswise seat

Driver’s cabin
The spacious cabin provides the operator with plenty 
of leg room. Visibility is optimized with a panoramic 
view. The new HIT3 display provides all key vehicle 
information, such as wheel position, speed, battery 
charge and self diagnostic maintenance codes. The 
height adjustable, tilting steering column offers 
additional comfort to the operator.

Optimal panoramic view
The unique cabin concept provides the driver with clear 
all-around visibility increasing safety and efficiency. The 
compact construction of the truck allows for the driver to 
view intended travel path and load positioning.

Truck FluX 30 FluX 40

Load capacity (lbs) 6,600 8,800 

Lift height (in) up to 295 up to 295

Frame length (in) 72 76

Chassis 4-wheel 4-wheel

Tires Elastic Elastic

Battery voltage (V) 48 48

Cabin seated seated
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By using the patented and exclusively at HUBTEX available 
steering system HX the FluX can change from length to cross 
drive without stopping. This reduces the time needed  
to switch wheels, and provides excellent manoeuvrability.
This is especially advantageous for applications in free-ranging 
storages with lots of drive direction changes, for loading and 
unloading lorries and truck trailers, or in block storage applica-
tions. A significant reduction of wear on the wheels is an 
additional benefit as the change of drive direction is effected 
during driving and requires no intermediate stop.
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Omni-directional Hubtex Patented HX Steering
Thanks to the patented HX omni-directional steering system, 
the FluX can change effortlessly from standard steering mode 
to sideways travel without the need to stop and reconfigure 
each wheel. This system has been proven over 5 years of hard 
use in hundreds of applications in our standard sideloader 
range. The smooth transition from crosswise to lengthwise 
steering will substantially improve productivity as well as life of 
the tires.

Fork carriage and mast 
Masts and fork carriages are specifically 
developed for this new truck series. With a 
focus on visibility, the compact mast is paired 
with a wider carriage to better handle long 
loads. The carriage is also available with 
hydraulically adjustable forks or integrated 
sideshifter. 

Chassis, drives and tires
The FluX is equipped with a 4-wheel chassis allowing  
the vehicle to achieve tighter turns while also enabling 
greater stability and higher residual load capacities. The 
exclusive HUBTEX HX steering system enables precise, 
predictable control in confined areas with a much tighter 
steering angle and overall maneuverability than any 
competitor.
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